EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES
SUMMER 2017
EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY
PRECOLLEGE DISCOVERY SUMMER PROGRAMS

ENGINEERING

FLIGHT

GLOBAL SECURITY & INTELLIGENCE

AEROSPACE

To request more information or to register online, please visit our website at:

prescott.erau.edu/summer
E: prsummer@erau.edu | P: 928-777-3958
Our summer precollege discovery programs are located at the Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University’s campus in Prescott, Arizona. We have 6-day programs for high school students ages 14-18 who are interested in Flight, STEM, and Global Security. We also offer a 3-day introduction to flight program for middle school students, ages 12-15.

PreCollege Discovery Summer Programs

Flight Exploration
Helicopter Exploration
Next Level Flight Exploration
Aerospace Engineering – Aero Track
Computer, Electrical, Software Engineering Near Space Research Balloon
Arduino – Computer, Electrical, Software Engineering
Spy Camp – Global Security
Aviation Discovery

READY TO EXPLORE?
GET A $100 EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT FOR ALL 6-DAY PRECOLLEGE DISCOVERY PROGRAMS IF YOU REGISTER ONLINE BEFORE MARCH 1, 2017

Please check our website for any new summer programs:

prescott.erau.edu/summer

E: prsummer@erau.edu | P: 928-777-3958